
The Strong Arm of the Lord Will Now Be Seen 
Tim Sheets

Holy Spirit says,  

“The strong arm of the Lord will now be seen overpowering and defeating 
the forever loser. The bully and his kingdom will now face My unflinching 
warriors, those whose decrees have put iron in their soul to follow me. I 
have prepared them and we will prevail.  

I am pouring out an anointing to prevail. Supernatural anointing to 
overcome, to triumph, will now soak My Ekklesia. It will soak them with a 
confident faith to make their stand. 

I will now reveal My hidden remnant, says the Lord. I have issued the call to 
millions in the secret place. Come from your caves. Come from your dens. 
Come from your hiding places. Report to your stations. Report to the battle 
lines.  

I am now revealing a hidden remnant and activating My glorious Ekklesia. I 
will now activate the second apostolic age. It is a Kingdom assignment for 
this new era and for the supernatural merger of heaven with Christ’s 
Kingdom on the earth.  

You will activate, My Ekklesia will activate, power principles of the New 
Testament church into your times that have not been seen before. It will 
accelerate the power ministry of My heirs and it will accelerate the powerful 
assistance of My angel armies.  

For I have planned for and I have now sent angel army divisions that will 
assist Holy Spirit to validate the Kingdom of God on the earth and draw  
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multitudes in the valley of decision to a time of repentance. My heirs will 
now raise the rod of authority in this nation and the nation will be discipled 
by them through Holy Spirit wisdom, power, and strategies and through the 
unprecedented release of heaven’s angels onto the earth to assist them.  

I have moved in unseen ways, says the Lord, multiplied divisions of angel 
armies into the nations of the world, into the United States, and into all your 
states. They have My Ekklesia rooted in them and now My Ekklesia will rise 
in them. I have surrounded America with great hosts of angels to assist the 
saints’ decrees. I have surrounded Washington, DC with government 
angels and with My Seraphim (My mighty ones, My striking ones) to assist 
them.  

It is time, says the Lord, for the unseen to be seen. It’s time for the surprise. 
It’s time for the suddenlies to erupt. Suddenly suddenlies and sudden 
suddenlies. It is time for the volcanic hubs of My Ekklesia to erupt in great 
power and pierce earth’s atmosphere.  

For yes, says the Lord, what has been boiling underground. Yes, says the 
Lord of Hosts, internal fires deep within My Ekklesia will now erupt. Not in 
one place this time as it was in Acts 1 and 2. No, this time in hundreds, says 
the Lord. 

My glory has been churning and burning up inside of My glorious Ekklesias 
and My Ekklesia will now say there has been a Kingdom of God eruption on 
the earth.  
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Yes, this city (Washington, DC) will say, ‘There has been a Kingdom of God 
eruption.’ This is My city, says the Lord, and I will change it. I will change its 
voice and through the eruption of My Kingdom I am going to cleanse it.  

My Ekklesias will now erupt like volcanoes, penetrating and changing the 
earth as My fire and cloud presence hovers over them, validating the words 
of Messiah their Breaker who said, ‘I will build My church and the gates of 
hell will not overcome them.’ 

Suddenlies will erupt and Pentecost fire is coming to this nation. For you 
have now entered a fullness of time. It is a time that I have planned. A fresh 
Pentecost outpouring of anointing and power is now upon you and 
releasing. Everything in My Kingdom will now accelerate forward. The 
King’s empire will expand. His Kingdom’s government will expand. Authority 
will now be validated and demonstrated by the heirs.  

The Lord of Hosts decrees, I will shift this nation back to covenant 
alignment. I will shift nations back into covenant alignment and you will see 
the revival fires of a new Pentecost worldwide. And you will see the harvest 
of souls I have planned for.  

For the Lord of Hosts decrees, you will say, My Ekklesia will say, what a 
difference a day makes. That day is upon you. Very soon you will say, what 
a difference a day has made.”  
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